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1. Proposal to include Senior Lady in IPSC Recognition 
 
APPENDIX A2:  IPSC Recognition 
 
3. Individual Categories: 
Categories approved for individual recognition by Division are as follows: 
(a) Lady .............................. Competitors of the female gender. 
(b) Super Junior .................. Competitors who are under the age of 16 on the first day of the match. A 
Super Junior has 
the option of electing to shoot in Junior Category, but not in both. If there are insufficient 
competitors for Super Junior Category to be recognized, all competitors registered in this 
Category will automatically be transferred to Junior Category. 
(c) Junior............................. Competitors who are under the age of 21 on the first day of the match. 
(d) Senior ............................ Competitors who are over the age of 50 on the first day of the match. 
(e) Super Senior .................. Competitors who are over the age of 60 on the first day of the match. A 
Super Senior has the option of electing to shoot in Senior Category, but not in both. If there are 
insufficient competitors for Super Senior Category to be recognized, all competitors registered in this 
Category will automatically be transferred to Senior Category. 
 
Proposal to include: 
 
(f) Senior Lady............................ Competitors of female gender who are over the age of 50 on the 
first day of the match. 
 
Reason:  we have for the males why do we not have for the females.  Our senior ladies should be 
competing against competitors of the same age group.  
 
 
2. PROPOSAL FOR THE CLASSIC DIVISION: 
 
 
Change item 19 to: 
 
19. Magazines accessible to a competitor during a COF must not contain more than 9 rounds (for 
Major power Factor) or 10 rounds (for Minor power factor) at the Start Signal. 
 
 
Reason:  Our Classic Division rules were basically copied from USPSA rules allowing 8 rounds in the 
magazines.  However, USPSA allows only 8 scoring hits from a single view in the stage design for their 
Classic Division.  In IPSC, our stage design allows for 9 rounds so competitors shooting minor, who 
already have the advantage of less recoil, also another 2 rounds in their magazine making stage 
strategy much easier for them.  Let’s make it fair for all the competitors in the division and set 
maximum at 9 rounds after Start Signal. 
 



3. We support redefining the meaning of “compensator”. 
 
Compensator ....................... A device fitted to the muzzle end of a barrel to counter muzzle rise 
(usually by diverting 
away escaping gasses). 
 
 
 
4. RIFLE DIVISION RULES PROPOSALS: 
 
1. Amend the Rifle Rules 
 
(a) Amend Rules 1.2.1.2 & 1.2.1.3 
 
1.2.1.2 Medium Courses – Must not require more than 10 20 rounds to complete. Course design and 
construction must normally not require more than 5 10 scoring targets hits to be shot from any single 
location or view, nor allow a competitor to shoot all targets in the course of fire from any single location 
or view. With a minimum distance of 100 meters it can be required to shoot 8 scoring targets from a 
single location or view. If 2 hits per paper target are required, the number of maximum rounds to 
complete is increased to 20 and the maximum number of scoring hits from any single location or view 
is increased to 10 (16 for targets placed at more than 100 meters distance). 
 
1.2.1.3 Long Courses – Must not require more than 20 40 rounds to complete. Course design and 
construction must normally not require more than 5 10 scoring targets hits to be shot from any single 
location or view, nor allow a competitor to shoot all targets in the course of fire from any single location 
or view. With a minimum distance of 100 meters it can be required to shoot 8 scoring targets from a 
single location or view. If 2 hits per paper target are required, the number of maximum rounds to 
complete is increased to 40 and the maximum number of scoring hits from any single location or view 
is increased to 10 (16 for targets placed at more than 100 meters distance). 
 
(b) Amend Rule 3.2.1 
3.2.1 A written stage briefing consistent with these rules and approved by the Range Master must be 
posted at each course of fire prior to commencement of the match. This briefing will take precedence 
over any course of fire information published or otherwise communicated to competitors in advance of 
the match, and it must provide the following minimum information: 
_ Targets (type & number); 
_ Minimum number of rounds to be scored; 
_ The rifle ready condition; 
_ Start position; 
_ Time starts: audible or visual 
 
 
 


